
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-14: /ow/ and /oi/ Sounds

1.  mountain Would you be able to hike to the summit of a mountain?      

2.  chowder The senior center is having a chowder sale to support their activities.    

3.  surrounded The remote village is surrounded by the dense Amazon jungle.      

4.  coiled Look at that snake coiled around the log in its exhibit!

5.   loyal Otto thinks dogs are the most loyal animals.      

6.  bound Look at those clouds! We are bound to get a storm this evening!  

7.  outsider Jin felt like an outsider at his new school, but he soon made many friends.    

8.  employee Elijah won the “Employee of the Month” award at his office. 

9.  coward A coward is a person who knows the right thing to do, but is too afraid to do it.       

10.  avoid One way to avoid getting a cold is to wash your hands often.      

11.  oyster Have you ever tasted an oyster before?      

12.  grouchy When Lucas doesn't get enough sleep, he is grouchy the next day.  

13.  grounded Taylor was grounded for the afternoon when she disobeyed her parents. 

14.  allowed When Candace turned ten years old, she was allowed to have her first sleep-over.    

15.  oily Some people have naturally dry skin, while others have naturally oily skin.  

16.  annoying It can be annoying when other people are talking during a movie or show.     

17.  soiled The baby's clothing was soiled and needed to be changed.       

18.  poise A person who is graceful and keeps calm, even in stressful situations, has poise.  

19.  pounded Seamus' dad pounded the nail into the board with a hammer.       

20.  appointment If you don't hurry up, we'll be late for the doctor's appointment.  

Review Words

21.  forewarn Melanie's parents forewarn her about the dangers of walking alone.     

22.  transportation Boats, cars, airplanes, bikes, and trucks are all different modes of transportation.  

23.  disconnect When the dog walks behind the couch, she will sometimes disconnect the lamp plug.  

Challenge Words

24.  drowsy After the three-hour airplane ride, Mikhail felt drowsy. 

25.  joust Knights in the medieval ages would joust against each other in tournaments.   
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